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Abstract
Recently, there has been a growing push to explore the potential of non-
cognitive factors in helping students reach their fullest potential. Engagement, one
predictor of student achievement, is such a factor. Because the conditions under which
engagement is elicited may vary, EngageMe, a visualization tool, has been developed
to assist instructors’ efforts to understand student engagement in the learning process.
The application attempts to enhance traditional observation methods by utilizing
electrodermal activity, a measure of physiological arousal, as a proximal indicator of
engagement. An iterative, participatory design process was used to create prototypes
of the EngageMe interface. The results of this design process, a study focused on the
barriers to adoption of this kind of technology, as well as an exploratory case study
are discussed. Finally, implications for future development are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The roles that data can play in instructional processes are varied, including
assessing subject matter comprehension [27], making predictive models [8, 50], dis-
covering trends and biases [37, 68], and supporting decision-making [71]. The data
and tools instructors use to support decision-making, in particular, are very complex.
In a classroom environment, an instructor, at any given instance, must process and
take action based on information gleaned not only from professional training, but
also from a myriad of data generated in real-time [14, 28]. Some of these data, such
as the number of students in the classroom, whether or not a particular student is
standing or sitting, whether or not a student is asleep, drowsy, alert, or whether
or not students are conversing with one another are easily detected and monitored.
Others, such as mood or learning challenges, are individual and context-dependent
variables that may be difficult to objectively and accurately assess. Student en-
gagement, which correlates directly to student performance falls into the latter cate-
gory [3, 26, 31, 32, 35, 40, 69, 38].
The conceptualization and design of a tool that utilizes data for instructional
processes is the primary topic of this paper. A key issue related to instructor as-
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sessment of engagement in the classroom setting is the lack of a robust, objective
measure for the phenomenon. Engagement, it turns out, is one of the dimensions of
the student classroom experience that is of most interest to instructors [3], but it is
also one of the hardest dimensions to reliably define and quantify. This means that,
regardless of the instructor’s experience level, the detection and reporting of student
engagement is entirely subjective. In stark contrast, many instructors could benefit
from data-driven methods that support their efforts by providing them quantitative
information on students’ attentional responses to their pedagogical methods.
1.1 Research Approach
The overall goal of this dissertation is to investigate electrodermal activity
(EDA) as a basis for supporting teachers’ reflective practice. In order to work toward
this goal, I ask three questions, including: 1) What kind of tool can support teacher
reflective practice in the classroom? 2) What are the barriers for adopting physiology-
based technologies in the classroom? and 3) Do teachers find the system useful and
usable?
Question 1: What kind of tool can support teacher reflective practice in the
classroom? Approach: Co-developing a software-based analysis tool that enables
reflective practice. This portion of the research has been a partnership with teachers
and administrators in a North Carolina school district. Several focus groups were
conducted resulting in both paper and digital prototypes, which led to a web based
software solution called EngageMe that syncs video data with electrodermal activity,
allows for note-taking at specific points in the event, and provides a visualization of
high, medium, and low levels of arousal for both groups and individuals.
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Question 2: What are the barriers for adopting physiologically-based tech-
nologies in the classroom? Approach: To understand the social, political and
cultural barriers for adoption of these types of measures and this tool, a large-scale
feasibility study was conducted to understand the challenges and opportunities related
to the tool. From this research, I have public perception data from a real situation
confirming that those interested in introducing pervasive technologies must fully de-
scribe a system’s goals and possible limitations, they must emphasize respectful (e.g.,
opt in) opportunities to use the technology, and they have to provide intended users
with choices about how, when, and where their data can and cannot be utilized.
Question 3: Do teachers find the system useful and usable? Approach: We
used a participatory design process with teachers leading to the creation of a tool that
assists instructors in decision making by maximizing their access to student arousal
data without demanding additional time-consuming training in order to interpret said
data. Now that we’ve applied participatory design to our process and considered the
barriers to entry for our technology specifically, we want to see how useful the tool
is perceived as being. Along with perceived usefulness teachers provided feedback
about student behaviors and usability of the system overall. The teachers who will
be asked for feedback will have participated in the design process.
1.2 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation begins with an exploration of the concept of engagement,
explains the importance of teacher reflective practice and moves on to an overview
of qualitative and quantitative approaches to student engagement assessment. Next,
a case for the use of participatory design in the development of the proposed tool
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is made. Subsequently, iterations of the participatory design process that led to
the creation of the proposed application are described. The lessons learned from
the design process and their implications for future work are shared. Following the
exploration and discussion of the design process, application implementation details
are described. Because the purpose of EngageMe is to better understand and improve
student engagement, privacy and ethical concerns are reviewed and addressed. Finally
EngageMe is used in an exploratory classroom study of student engagement.
4
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Electrodermal Activity (EDA)
The regulation of physiological states of arousal is supported by balanced ac-
tivity within the sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous
system. The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous system
(PNS) are often likened unto the gas and brakes of a car respectively; aiding “fight
and flight” versus “rest and digest” activities. While the SNS prepares the body
to act on changing environmental conditions by accelerating heart rate, constricting
blood vessels, and raising blood pressure, the PNS dilates blood vessels leading to
the digestive tract, stimulates salivary glands, and constricts the bronchioles of the
lungs. As SNS activity increases, sympathetic fibers that surround eccrine sweat
glands increase the production of sweat. The skin, in turn, momentarily becomes a
better conductor of electricity (i.e., electrodermal activity) [60, 65]. EDA is at times
referred to as galvanic skin response (GSR).
The Q sensor (figure 2.1) was chosen to collect skin conductance, temperature,
and motion data since this sensor can be worn outside of a laboratory setting (i.e.,
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Figure 2.1: Q Sensor
without being tethered to a computer) and since it is worn on the wrist like a watch,
which might increase the possibility of it being unobtrusive to the student. This
sensor provides information about a person’s level of arousal provided that other
triggers of increased perspiration have been held constant (e.g. temperature). It will
not provide any information as to the specific emotion that is being elicited unless
other conscious emotion variables are collected.
Further, numerous events such as pain, significant thoughts (not related to
the current context), lying, exercise, individual changes in biochemistry, and motion
artifacts can lead to changes in skin activity. Even with attribution and noise lim-
itations, however, electrodermal activity is a useful measure that has been used in
research focusing on stress and anxiety [29], lie detection [58], user interface evalu-
ation, empathy [47, 46] and game assessment. The final two are most relevant to
the system under development in the classroom setting. By measuring skin con-
ductance simultaneously from patients and therapists during a one-on-one clinical
session, Marci et.al. [46] found that increased therapist empathy as perceived by the
patient correlated with high concordance of skin conductance between the patient
and therapist. In other words, the more empathic the patient felt her therapist to be,
the stronger (better correlated) the relationship between skin conductance measures.
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Next, Mandryk et. al. [45] found that skin conductance was higher when playing
a game against a friend rather than a computer and was correlated with subjective
measures of “fun”. Further, in a separate study, Mandryk et. al. [44] found that a
combination of physiological measures, which included skin conductance, were useful
in evaluating the emotional response to entertainment technologies.
2.2 Defining Engagement
The phrase “engagement,” particularly in the context of education, is fre-
quently used as if engagement is a well-defined, monolithic concept. This, of course,
is not the case; it is multi-faceted [3, 35]. The beginnings of a more formal under-
standing of engagement can be found in a review of the topic written by Fredricks,
Blumenfeld, and Paris [35]. Here, the authors assert, based on a survey of the lit-
erature, that engagement is a multidimensional meta-construct consisting of three
components: behavioral, emotional, and cognitive engagement [35]. Cognitive en-
gagement is related to investment in learning, goal-setting, and self-regulation; exam-
ples include problem-solving, seeking out challenges, and the development of expertise
[3, 35, 53, 74]. Behavioral engagement is related to participation and involvement; the
concept includes observable behaviors such as attendance, task completion, and vol-
untary, active classroom participation [35, 53, 74]. Emotional engagement is related
to the affective experiences of students; it can be characterized by reactions such as
interest, boredom, happiness, or anxiety and by feelings of belonging or connected-
ness in the learning setting [3, 40, 53, 74]. A rigorous discussion of engagement, thus,
requires acceptance of the multifaceted nature of engagement, as well as an acknowl-
edgment that what engagement “looks like” for any particular individual may change
in response to a variety of internal or external factors.
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2.3 Teacher Reflective Practice
Teacher reflective practice is considered a necessity for effective teaching, and
is very well represented in the literature concerning effective teaching [43, 54, 63].
Reflective practice is the continual monitoring of teaching effectiveness and student
learning outcomes before, during and after teaching which can be accomplished indi-
vidually or in groups. Reflective practice often requires assessment tools, plans and
goals. The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) publishes
the “Career and Technical Education Standards for teachers of students ages 11-18+”
[54]. It contains an entire chapter on reflective practice, underscoring its importance
to effective teaching practice. Two of the five core propositions from the National
Board’s document What Teachers Should Know and Be Able to Do are: teachers think
systematically about their practice and learn from experience and teachers are mem-
bers of learning communities. These propositions correspond directly to two types of
reflective practice: individual reflection and reflection with partners or groups [61].
The NBPTS further states “Accomplished teachers reflect analytically throughout
the instructional process, using multifaceted feedback to increase the efficacy of their
teaching, strengthen its impact on student development, and model the significance
of lifelong learning” [54]. EngageMe is a tool that allows for either individual or group
reflective practice by allowing teachers to review their interactions and teaching styles
while being able to view student physiological response.
2.4 Student Engagement Assessment Methods
To date, much of the evaluation of the various dimensions of engagement has
relied on the subjective and qualitative instruments of self-report and observation [35].
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Observation, perhaps the oldest assessment method, is a process in which observers
monitor facial expressions, behaviors, or other social cues. If the observers are also
instructors, these observations must be noted while simultaneously managing other
classroom duties. This method of evaluating engagement is based completely on
human expertise and experience; thus, it may not be reliable or consistent, and, in
practice, may be very difficult for pre-service teachers to execute.
Attempts have also been made to understand student engagement through the
use of surveys or self-reports [4, 34, 40, 53, 57]. A study conducted by Blumenfeld
and Meece (1988), for example, attempted to measure cognitive engagement and
the distinctions between superficial and higher level strategies. Nearly two hundred
fourth through sixth grade students were interviewed. The students were also asked
to complete surveys, and they were observed in the classroom. The researchers found
that student involvement did not differ significantly by difficulty of cognitive content,
type of social organization, or procedural complexity of tasks [11]. A more recent
study was conducted by Yazzie-Mintz and McCormick (2012). Here, the researchers
analyzed the results of the High School Survey of Student Engagement (HSSSE), a
survey instrument developed by scholars at Indiana University. The results of the 2009
HSSSE were generated from the directed and free-form responses of 42,754 students
from 103 high schools across 27 different states [74]. The researchers found that 74%
of respondents reported that teacher lectures either engaged them “a little” or “not
at all” and that 83% of respondents reported uninteresting course materials as the
origin of their boredom in class [74]. Both of these examples provide interesting ideas
for consideration; they also, unfortunately, share the problem of self-report. In other
words, there is no certainty that the participants survey and interview answers were
representative of their actual mental states.
Observations, surveys, and self-reports have the potential to generate valu-
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able data, the inherent limitations of these methods, however, have led researchers
towards developing digital tools to assist instructors in the understanding of student
engagement. One such attempt is the Subtle Stone [2]. The Subtle Stone is a wireless
hand-held squeezable ball that allows students to communicate their affective and
motivational experiences to their teachers in real time. The ball has seven different
colors, and each student in the class can customize the “stone” to represent their own
emotional language by associating specific colors with specific emotions they want to
communicate. When in use, students squeeze the sensor to cycle through colors until
they reach the emotion they wish to express in that moment. Thus, one drawback
of this tool is that the feedback delivered to the teacher is heavily dependent on the
student’s self-report. In addition, the cognitive load imposed on the instructor may
be high depending on the number of students in the classroom and the level of vari-
ation between students emotional color schemes. Finally, the possible distraction of
the students from the instruction as they attempt to express utilizing this tool, could
be an issue.
Utilizing technology, but moving away from self report, Bidwell and Fuchs
(2014) used video recording feeds to extract student gaze targets from the footage.
In their methodology, experts first train a student engagement classifier using obser-
vation data collected during a recorded lesson [9]. This expert observation is then
paired with sequences of student gaze, and a hidden Markov model-based student
engagement classifier is built. Finally, researchers studying intelligent tutoring sys-
tems have identified learner engagement and affect by monitoring conversational cues,
gross body language, and facial features with a variety of sensors [23, 73]. The work
presented here differs from the intelligent tutoring system work in two key ways: 1) a
single sensor measuring a physiological response is utilized, and 2) the physiological
information is provided to a human teacher, rather than an intelligent system, who
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can make judgments about how to move forward.
In the application, data collected from wrist-worn sensors [1] is transformed
into information related to individual students levels of physiological arousal and
reported to the instructor. Physiological arousal, the magnitude of which can be
determined from the measurement of skin conductance, is one of the two major di-
mensions of an emotional response; valence, the positive or negative nature of the
response, is the second determinant [48, 64]. Because it captures only half of the
emotional “picture,” arousal, as measured by skin conductance, is neither equivalent
to emotion nor engagement; hence, arousal data alone isnt enough to improve the
instructional processes. Its close relationships to emotion, attention, and memory,
however, make it a reasonable proxy for engagement in the proposed tool until a
more comprehensive measure is established.
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Chapter 3
Design and Implementation
Thus far, I have been working to address the first two research questions.
Three rounds of participatory design iterations including meetings with stakeholders
have been conducted. These iterations have included ongoing software design and
development, described in 3.4. The research on barriers to adoption has focused on
issues of privacy and trust, and is explored in detail in section 4.1.
3.1 Research Question 1
What kind of tool can support teacher reflective practice in the classroom?
3.2 Research Approach
Pioneered in Scandinavia, participatory, or cooperative, design is an “approach
towards computer systems design in which people destined to use the system play a
critical role in de-signing it” [16, 25, 67]. The approach advocates three major tenets:
1) the ultimate goal of the process should be demonstrated improvement of the quality
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of users work lives; 2) the orientation of the work should be collaborative; and 3)
the process should be iterative [10]. Participatory design attempts to democratize
the design process by engaging users as fully empowered participants in the design
process [25, 52]. In this model of system development, users are considered domain
experts, and designers are considered consultants with the technical skills necessary
to help users construct desired tools [20]. These ideas stand in direct contrast to older
design strategies in which system experts design systems and users are expected to
develop competency in system use either through practice or extensive training [72].
The motivations for the use of participatory design are not merely philosoph-
ical. Successful applications of participatory design result in systems that reflect
the interests of the parties directly affected by the system and support users their
innate strengths [25, 33]. In addition, collaboratively designed systems are both user-
centered and activity-centered [39, 55]. As a consequence, they are much more likely
to effect positive change by include features that improve both user productivity and
user experience [7, 55]. Expert-designed systems, by contrast, rarely take into account
users wants, needs, goals, motivations, or parallel work activities.
Developing an understanding of both users and their activities is critical not
only for system design, but also system acceptance. When end users have an opportu-
nity to engage in the process of technology design at its earliest stages, they also have
the opportunity to develop ownership of technology, comfort with the technology,
and expertise with the technology [18, 17, 49]. These connections with technology
design are especially important when the user group is teachers. The rise of the
use of learning analytics to provide “actionable intelligence” on students’ learning
presents a major challenge to system designers to create both user interfaces and
data visualizations, which are clear and useful to instructors [41]. Also, the wide
range of information that is accumulated in the classroom needs to be processed such
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that the instructors can easily use those data to refine their pedagogical strategies
and increase student engagement. In short, the cognitive and temporal demands of
instructors require that any technological intervention proposed for in-class use must
be robust, easy to understand, and require little-to-no additional training to inter-
pret the results. If these conditions are not met, there is an increased likelihood of
technology adoption failure. For all of these reasons, a participatory design process
has been chosen to guide the design of EngageMe, an application that is tailored to
the needs of our user group, 6th − 8th grade teachers.
3.2.1 Participants
For our study, we established a partnership with a public school in the south-
eastern United States. Specific participants were recruited via their principal, and
they had no prior knowledge of the details of the study. Over the course of a 17-
month period, several 6th − 8th grade instructors, primary stakeholders, participated
in three design-oriented focus groups. Eleven (11) teachers participated in the first
focus group. 82% of initial participants took part in the second focus group, and 45%
of initial participants took part in the third focus group. According to focus group
members, personnel changes over the course of the study were the primary cause of
attrition.
Following the initial focus group with instructors, a single focus group with
school administrators, secondary stakeholders, from the same school district was held
for the purpose of comparison. Seven (7) administrators, including two principals, a
professional development specialist, a responsiveness to instruction specialist, a high
school instructor, an education professor, and a project executive director, partici-
pated in the secondary stakeholder group session.
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3.2.2 Instructor Focus Group 1 - Primary Stakeholders
During the first instructor focus group, participants were provided background
information about the project. We next gave participants the opportunity to see and
touch Affectiva Q sensors, non-invasive, wrist-worn devices used to sense and record
EDA. Participants were subsequently asked a series of questions to learn about in-
structors’ mental models of engagement. Such questions included:“How do you define
engagement?,” “How do you determine whether or not a student engaged in your
classroom?,” and “If you had an ideal tool to facilitate the assessment of engagement,
what would it look like?”. Instructors were then asked to contribute drawings of their
design ideas for the hypothetical application (Figure 3.1). Participants were inten-
tionally not shown any preliminary user interface images to reduce the likelihood of
inadvertently introducing bias into the creative process.
Figure 3.1: Example of participant-generated data collect during Instructor Focus Group 1
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Table 3.1: Text Analysis - Instructor Focus Group 1
Rank Word Occurrences in notes Frequency in notes TOTAL words analyzed
1 students(s) 17 5.6 302
2 data 10 3.3
3 time 7 2.3
4 teacher(s) 7 2.3
5 use 6 2.0
3.2.2.1 Analysis of Instructor Focus Group 1 Data
Text mining, an exploratory, content-driven method of analyzing qualitative
data [36], was used to quantitatively evaluate the sentiments of the focus group par-
ticipants. Textalyser, an open-source, online text analysis tool (www.textalyser.net),
was used to perform this analysis. Word counts and word frequencies for Instructor
Focus Group 1, as calculated by Textalyser, are shown in Table 3.1.
Text analysis though informative, cannot be used to derive an understanding
of why the most frequently used words are priorities for the participants. Thematic
analysis, a more qualitative analysis method, was used for this purpose. Upon exam-
ination of the field notes from the focus group, three (3) major themes: Informative
Feedback, Support For Viewing Either Individual or Group Data, and Immediate
Access To Data were identified. The details of how these themes were identified,
including supporting data, are published elsewhere [21]. Teachers in general, how-
ever, wanted a real-time or reflective tool that could provide them with classroom- or
individual-level information for adjusting classroom practices.
3.2.2.2 Design Iteration 1
The conversational notes, written suggestions, and drawings collected during
Instructor Focus Group 1 were used to guide the first user interface design iteration.
These data clearly demonstrate the importance of students to instructors both explic-
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Figure 3.2: Design Iteration 1 - Interface Mock-up (Group View)
itly and implicitly (See section 3.2.2.1 Analysis of Instructor Focus Group 1 Data).
The results from the thematic analysis were directly translated into design elements
in the mock-up of the proposed application interface (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). First,
support for viewing either individual or group data was provided by the creation of
two separate, but related, viewing screens (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Due to the static
nature of the images, it should be noted that the Individual View (Figure 3.3) was
designed to be accessed via the Group View (Figure 3.2) in the mock-up. Color-
coded dots were next added to the design of the Group View to address instructors’
common desire for informative feedback (Figure 3.2). In this view, each dot repre-
sents a student, and the color of the dot represents his or her corresponding mean
arousal level, based on five minutes of skin response data. Note, a legend, which is
displayed in the right-central section of both views, has been included to reduce the
cognitive load associated with remembering the relationship between student engage-
ment the displayed colors. Instructors’ common desire for informative feedback was
also accommodated by the addition of two related features to the Individual view: a
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Figure 3.3: Design Iteration 1 - Interface Mock-up (Individual View)
pie-chart displaying the total percentage of time a particular student spent at either
high, medium, or low levels of engagement and a line graph displaying the underlying
EDA data used to calculate engagement for the corresponding student (Figure 3.3).
The inclusion of the EDA line graph also fulfills, in part, instructors’ common desire
for Immediate Access to Data. Additional design features, made available across the
proposed application, include the option to play associated video data (represented
by the “VIDEO” bar displayed on the left edge of each view), the option to add notes
(represented by the “+” button displayed in the upper right corner of each view), and
the option to simultaneously scroll through all available data streams (represented by
the “Time” bar displayed on the bottom edge of each view) (Figures 3.2 and 3.3).
3.2.3 Instructor Focus Group 2
The next primary stakeholder focus group was critical, rather than exploratory,
in nature. In this session, instructors were presented with the interface mock-ups
created during Design Iteration 1 (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Two possible viewing screens
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Table 3.2: Text Analysis - Instructor Focus Group 2
Rank Word Occurrences in notes Frequency in notes TOTAL words analyzed
1 students(s) 11 4.5 243
2 data 8 3.3
3 teacher 6 2.5
4 seating 5 2.1
5 work 5 2.1
for the proposed application were shown. The first screen represented a “birds eye”
view of all students in the classroom, color-coded by engagement level (Figure 3.2).
The second displayed graphical representations of both time-dependent EDA data
and the relative amount of time that an individual student spent in high, low, or
medium levels of engagement (Figure 3.3). After viewing the mock-ups, participants
were asked to share their thoughts on how these designs might be modified to better
fit their needs.
3.2.3.1 Analysis of Instructor Focus Group 2 data.
It was hypothesized that participant sentiment might shift toward a more
data-oriented view before versus after the mock-up viewing. A text analysis of the
Instructor Focus group field notes, also using Textalyser (See section 3.2.2.1 Analysis
of Instructor Focus Group 1 Data), was performed to test this hypothesis. Results,
shown in Table 3.2, reveal that none of the teachers continued to have a similar focus
both before and after viewing the paper prototype.
Again, using thematic analysis, a list of key design criticisms was constructed
based on instructor feedback. The primary themes, illustrated by direct quotations
from participants, were as follows:
• Theme 1 – The color-coding scheme is not consistent with expected symbolic
meanings (Example: “Could green be highand red mean not engaged?”).
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• Theme 2 – The static arrangement of “students” in the Group View does not
reflect the dynamic nature of the classroom (Example: “[I would like the] flex-
ibility to program the seating arrangement on a daily basis during an average
week I re-arrange my desks and students 3 to 4 times.”).
3.2.3.2 Design Iteration 2.
Data collected in Instructor Focus Group 2 were used to facilitate implemen-
tation of the first functional prototype of the EngageMe interface (Figures 3.4, 3.5,
and 3.6). This digital prototype, constructed in Adobe Flash Builder, features a
classroom view (Figure 3A) and an individual student data view (Figure 3B). Key
features of the digital prototype include: the ability to inter-face with an underlying
database, the ability to load and view video data (Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6), the
ability to load and view time-dependent EDA data (Figure 3.5), the ability to take
notes (Figure 3C), and the ability scan through all time-variant data simultaneously
using a synchronized scrollbar (Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6).
Instructors’ common desire for more intuitive color-coding was accommodated
by changing the definitions of the colors within the software. Similar to the scheme
of a U. S. traffic light, red, in the digital prototype indicates “low arousal/take
action,” yellow indicates “moderate arousal/monitor,” and green indicates “high
arousal/continue”. Transitioning to this more familiar color scheme eliminated the
need for an explanatory legend. The ability to move dots in the Group View and
create custom seating arrangements was not implemented in this design iteration;
addition of these features, however, will be considered for future versions of the ap-
plication.
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Figure 3.4: Design Iteration 2 – Screenshot of digital prototype (Group View)
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Figure 3.5: Design Iteration 2 – Screenshot of digital prototype (Individual View)
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Figure 3.6: Design Iteration 2 – Screenshot of digital prototype (Note View)
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3.2.4 Instructor Focus Group 3
The third focus group with instructors was arranged for the primary purpose
of demonstrating the design and functionalities of the digital prototype. Critiques
of the prototype’s design were solicited, but no major changes to the design were
suggested. The changes that were suggested consisted of adding a graph visualization
to the group view that plots each students engagement levels, one on top of the
other, for easy comparison/contrast over an entire class period. Reactions to the
digital prototype were overwhelmingly positive. Representative sentiments include
“[The note taking feature is] cool!” and “I want to put [skin conductance sensors] on
[generally excited student] right now!”. Aside from the positive reaction to the tool
built from their prior input, the focus group had more suggestions on how to visualize
the data. We’ve decided to implement some of those suggestions in a future revision.
3.3 Discussion
What kind of tool can support teacher reflective practice in the classroom? To
answer this question, I have described a stepwise, collaborative process by which the
first fully functional prototype of EngageMe, a software tool to facilitate sense-making
around student engagement in the classroom context, has been designed. Introducing
a new technology into an environment is always a challenge for both researchers and
users. The development of familiarity with the new technology takes time, and the
needs and attitudes of the user group must be studied and understood before it can
be successfully launched. Care in understanding the users of education technologies
is especially important because teachers, parents, students, and administrators are all
stakeholders in the educational process. Each one of these stakeholder groups has an
investment in understanding which pedagogical methods best meet the educational
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needs of both individual students and specific student groups, and each has a unique
set of priorities and concerns. Teachers, due to their central relationship to each of the
other stakeholder groups, are ideal collaborators for the design and implementation
of new educational technologies.
Prior to analysis, it was hypothesized that, after instructors had the opportu-
nity to actively participate in the design process of the interface from the beginning
(i.e., Focus Group 1) and to see how their ideas, values, and opinions directly influ-
enced the proposed interface design (i.e., Design Iteration 1), their concerns would
markedly shift regarding how data would be presented within the interface. The evi-
dence, however, did not support this hypothesis. The text analyses of the notes from
Instructor Focus Groups 1 and 2 reveal that the primary concern of instructor’s was
students (Tables 3.1 & 3.2). This observation was the same both before and after the
introduction of the paper prototypes.
3.4 Technical Development
The first digital implementation of EngageMe was created after the second fo-
cus group design session. The study software uses Oracle’s MySQL database to store
the data from the EDA sensors to allow individual and group analysis of information.
Storing the recorded EDA signal in the database promotes ease of data transformation
and multiple signal comparison. Adobe’s flex SDK is used through the Adobe Flash
Builder product. In order to display the gathered information in an understandable
form, remote procedure calls (RPCs) are used to connect the Flex/Flash front end
with the python back end. Python classes and scripts are employed for database
communication and information processing. The python back end is responsible for
data normalization, smoothing, filtering, synchronization, analysis, and transforma-
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tion. Actionscript provides the interface between the RPCs to python and the display
of information.
Adobe Flash Builder is a proprietary product by the Adobe company. The
Adobe Flash Builder framework uses its own set of languages, server technology and
add-ons. Adobe has its own proprietary ecosystem for developing web technologies.
Transformative open source web technologies like CSS3 and HTML5, along with
numerous javascript libraries, are an amazing alternative to Adobe’s proprietary tools.
Finding suitable libraries for developing EngageMe using the Adobe ecosystem was
time consuming and disappointing because, funds are limited and the best libraries
cost money to utilize. After struggling to find suitable libraries and implementing
a full version of EngageMe we showed teachers who would possibly use the system.
The teachers gave suggestions for improvement, and we decided our purposes would
be better serve by re-implementing EngageMe using a different web framework. The
web framework, to which we switched, is called Web2Py, that allows python script
to be written within HTML code. Using the Adobe framework we had to use an
intermediate server technology in conjunction with remote procedure class (RPCs).
This process slows down the transmission and display of system data. It also makes
setting up a centralized server for hosting of the system very difficult. Setting up a
centralized server is so difficult because the intermediate server technology is different
depending on the platform. The majority of development was done using Apple’s Mac
OSX and the centralized server hosting the solution with the MySQL database is linux
based. The Adobe Flash Builder web development platform must also be licensed to
be used, even in an educational setting, for longer than 60 days. In order to provide
useful visualizations in our application without unnecessary development overhead,
being able to utilize javascript libraries is of primary importance.
The Web2Py framework removes the fundamental server and development
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issues encountered using the AFB framework. The Web2Py framework is a web server
with Python as a backend technology, instead of PHP (as is the case with Apache2), or
instead of .NET (as is the case with Microsoft IIS). The Web2Py framework also allows
for the use of all current web technologies to be used separately or in conjunction
with python. The current web technologies now being used for implementation are
CSS3, HTML5, and jQuery (javascript). The Web2Py framework is extremely easy
to setup for Windows, Linux, and MAC operating systems. The Web2Py framework
is open-source software that has been under constant development since 2007. One
of the major development difficulties encountered kkwith the AFB framework was
not being able to use javascript visualization libraries. In order to make the final
changes (additional versions of the group view) to EngageMe suggested by teachers,
these libraries that offer descriptive APIs for visualization functions is fundamental.
A full implementation of EngageMe has been completed using the Adobe
Flash Builder (AFB) framework. This AFB implementation includes the follow-
ing pages/functionality: login, class loading, group view, individual view, and data
management for digital information. Screenshots of the group and individual views
are listed earlier in this chapter. Screenshots of the other pages, with a more com-
plete explanation of each, follow. The Web2Py framework implementation, that is in
progress, currently has a subset of the functionality offered by the AFB implemen-
tation. The Web2Py implementation includes the listed pages/functionality: login
(figure 3.7), class loading (figure 3.8), group (figure 3.9) and individual (figure 3.10)
views.
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Figure 3.7: EngageME: Web2Py Login
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Figure 3.8: EngageME: Web2Py Load Class
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Figure 3.9: EngageME: Web2Py Group View
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Figure 3.10: EngageME: Web2Py Individual View
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The EngageME frontend has three major functionalities: display classroom-
level engagement information with video (figure 3.4), display individual-level engage-
ment with video (figure 3.5), and allow easy data input (figure 3.11). Both function-
alities that display engagement will come with an added ability for the instructor to
make notes about the engagement information at any point in time; this added bonus
is aided by video playback.
Figure 3.11: EngageMe: Data Entry Wizard
After login (figure 3.12) you are taken to the load page (figure 3.13). The load
page includes interactive class selection dropdown menus and buttons that allow a
user to either load class information or enter data.
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Figure 3.12: EngageME: Login
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Figure 3.13: EngageME: Load Page
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The data input for the system includes several separate upload and description
pages for different types of information. The first of the data entry pages is for up-
loading video and EDA files, as seen in figure 3.14. This page allows an administrator
to select an EDA file, associate it with a participant and upload it to the database.
The class entry page (figure 3.15) allows an admin to define a new class (e.g. grade
level = 7, class name = Math, teacher = teacherid).
Figure 3.14: EngageME: Data Upload
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Figure 3.15: EngageME: Data Entry Class
The video entry page (figure 3.16) allows an admin to upload video to the
server assign it to a specific class. The participant entry page (figure 3.17) allows an
admin to define a new participant and assign them to a class and teacher.
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Figure 3.16: EngageME: Video Info Entry
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Figure 3.17: EngageME: Participant Info Entry
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Chapter 4
Privacy and Trust
4.1 Research Question 2
What are the barriers for adopting physiology-based technologies in the class-
room?
4.2 Study Context
In the midst of our participatory research with teachers, a blog post 1 was
released about one author’s opinion of the research. Unfortunately, the post was based
on a mistake on a website connecting our efforts to empower teachers and students to
understand engagement with another study trying to understand teacher effectiveness.
The interpretation of this work in the blog post was, in effect, that the arousal levels
of students would be utilized as a way to evaluate, and possibly fire, teachers. Even
though the post, which generated hundreds of responses, was based on inaccurate
1Our effort here is not to critique or refute this blog post. In an effort to focus on the privacy and
trust topic of the paper and to avoid igniting further discussions of the blog post, I have purposefully
chosen not to name the author and source of the post.
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information, the resulting perceptions of the project are valid and informative of the
views people might develop about a pervasive affective computing system. Therefore,
the post provided an opportunity, beyond the efforts in the participatory research
with teachers, to examine the proposed affective computing system critically.
4.3 Data Sources
We have three main data sources: focus groups, online news articles, and social
media sites. Our twenty-four participants in the focus groups have been divided into
two cohorts: teachers and district administrators. The first cohort consists of ten sixth
through eighth-grade teachers and a principal from a middle school the Southeast who
teach English, science, social studies, and mathematics. All participants are white
females with one to fourteen years of experience teaching who responded to a general
request from their principal asking if they would be interested in participating in the
study. They had no knowledge about the details of the study; so there should not
have been a bias towards teachers who were more accepting of affective computing.
The second group consists of various administrators from the school district including
two principals, a professional development specialist, a responsiveness to instruction
specialist, a high school instructor, a professor, and a project executive director.
Our focus groups were divided into three sessions held with each cohort. Con-
sent forms were given to each group and participants were given the opportunity to
opt out of participating. During the first session, we first introduced stakeholders to
electrodermal activity as a measure, as well as the sensors for measurement. Next,
we provided background for the goals of the project and familiarized ourselves with
the ways in which they try and understand how their students are engaged in the
classroom. We also asked questions related to the gaps they see inherent in their ap-
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proach and how they could imagine improvement. In addition to field notes collected
by a research assistant, we collected drawings from stakeholders to understand how
an affective computing system might look. During the second session, we presented
a paper-based prototype developed as a result of the previous discussion and asked
for feedback and improvements. During three different focus group sessions held thus
far, two with the teacher cohort and one with the administrator cohort, field notes
were generated from discussions.
The remainder of our sources consist of online news articles and social media
sites (n = 522) containing articles written in response to a blog post reporting inac-
curate information about the work. These sources were found using the Social Media
Listening Center at Clemson, which uses Radian6 technology to filter relevant articles
and posts dealing with the topic. Radian6 is a social media monitoring platform that
gathers data, in part, from Facebook, Twitter, blogs, blog comments, message boards
and online forums, news groups, podcasts, reviews on e-commerce sites, experience
sharing sites, and mainstream news sites. In order to accomplish this task, a filter was
created for terms in the initial blog post for a one-month time period that included
the initial blog post.
4.4 Analysis
An initial analysis of the focus group and social media data consisted of com-
puting percentages for positive, negative, and neutral sentiments. Focus group and
social media data were coded by two raters as positive if the poster expressed clear
agreement with the technology, discussed beneficial implications, or provided positive
suggestions; coded as negative if the poster used profanity, totalitarian references,
expressed anger, disgust, fear, or resentment; and neutral if remarks were indefinite
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(i.e., forwarded online article or no valanced opinion presented). Finally, an interrater
reliability analysis was performed to determine agreement between raters.
Next, thematic analysis was utilized to generate themes from the focus group
notes and online data. Thematic analysis is “an accessible and theoretically-flexible
approach to analyzing qualitative data” [13]. This method, widely used in psychology,
calls for the demarcation of a qualitative data corpus into themes. Thematic analysis
is valuable when attempting to understand a data corpus whose information is based
on notes from study groups and blog posts with comments, in other words, data that
were not collected under experimental conditions. All data were also analyzed using
thematic analysis procedures which include building familiarity, generating codes,
identifying features, finding, confirming, and defining themes for reporting [13]. The
focus group and social media data presented separate themes after analysis and are
explained in detail in the next sections.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 General Sentiments
Table 4.1 depicts the positive, negative, and neutral sentiments found in the
online news articles and other social media. Positive sentiment is shown by express-
ing clear agreement with the technology, discussion of beneficial implications and
providing positive suggestions or improvements to the design and functionality of the
system. Negative sentiment is shown by using profanity when commenting on the
system, suggesting the system is totalitarian, and expressing other negative emotions
in reference to the system. Neutral sentiment is asking non-leading questions and
making flatly factual statements about the system. Two coders rated sentiment for
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the focus groups and social media data. Disagreements and revisions were handled as
outlined by Lampert and Ervin-Tripp in chapter seven of “Talking data: transcription
and coding in discourse research” [24]. The focus group data was found to have no
negative sentiment. The social media data included news articles, tweets, Facebook
posts and comments from each of those media sources. After removing virtually all
of the retweets, we had 254 separate entries from social media. The coders agreed
135 of those entries were neutral. In reporting the findings and agreement between
the coders we report with and without neutral sentiment for the social media sources.
We report without the neutral entries because a lot of the neutral entries were from
news articles reporting strictly facts. The interrater reliability for the focus group
data was 97.9% with a Cohen’s kappa of 0.98, virtually perfect agreement. The inter-
rater reliability for the social media data, without agreed upon neutral entries, was
92.3% with a Cohen’s kappa of 0.66, indicating substantial agreement. The interrater
reliability for the social media data, with neutral entries, was 81.5% with a Cohen’s
kappa of 0.64, indicating substantial agreement[62].
Table 4.1: Sentiment Analysis Results
Group Type % Negative % Positive % Neutral
Focus Groups (n=96) 0% 86.5% 11.5%
Social Media (n=78) 83.3% 9% excluded
Social Media (n=254) 25.6% 2.8% 53.1%
4.5.2 Results - Social Media Themes
Theme One. Many of the authors and commenter’s believe that this project is just
another effort to control aspects of citizens private lives. The name “Big Brother” (a
totalitarian dictator from George Orwell’s novel entitled Nineteen Eighty-Four) [56]
was commonly used. One author posted, “It is not too far of a stretch to assume that
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tracking bracelets could one day be used to weed out students or teachers that do not
buy into agenda[s], by monitoring what is being taught and how students respond to
it, Big Brother could theoretically read the human mind in real time, which has some
fairly disturbing implications.”
Theme Two. The second theme was that the technology was being used to evalu-
ate teacher performance. Authors thought the technology would be used to evaluate
teachers rather than help and empower the classrooms. One author posted, “Using
students’ emotional responses to various learning material as a metric of how well
a teacher is performing is a flawed approach that could send many quality, veteran
educators packing their bags.” Another author posted, “A student’s physical reaction
to a classroom lesson soon could be used to judge how successful or unsuccessful an
educator is in keeping students engaged.” Lastly, an author suggested, “The student
reactions recorded on the bracelets’ sensors could be added to a host of more tra-
ditional teacher evaluation methods such as test grades, administrator observations,
and student surveys.”
Theme Three. Many believed that the technology would not be able to distinguish
what is actually engaging a student. In other words, the technology would not work.
One poster wrote, “In any case, even if a child is giving off highly engaged skin
signals, how would the machines know whether he or she is deeply engaged in a
beautiful daydream rather than 14th-century English literature?” Another author
asked a similar question, “How would the bracelet tell if a student is responding to
a teacher and not to something his friend whispers in his ear?” Authors and posters
also cautioned at the fact that people can be deceptive. One poster maintained,
“It’s a fair point, but in terms of the GSR’s actual effectiveness, there’s one thing
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researchers should bear in mind: Children are very, very good at cheating.”
4.5.3 Results - Focus Group Themes
Theme One. The first of the focus group themes was informative feedback. Gener-
ally, the teachers and administrators expressed desires for the engagement pedometer
to provide information that would help them adjust their lesson plans. One teacher
insisted the technology should Alert teachers of low levels of engagement, so teach-
ers can monitor or re-engage students.” Another said, “For lessons [the technology
should tell] if the teachers consistently have low engagement or high engagement at
specific points in the lessons.” Some teachers wanted the information from the tool
as a reflective feature while others wanted real-time information, or as one teacher
stated, “Instruction intervention as class proceeds.”
Theme Two. The second theme was the teachers having the option of using the
pedometer to view individuals or groups within the class. One teacher asked to be
able to “Target particular students upon request.” Some teachers insisted that since
class is not always individual work, this would be helpful. One teacher said, “Can
each student’s dots [points representing students] also have a number so we can track,
if we move from individual to pair to group work?” Some teachers also expressed the
desire to observe patterns and behaviors of students over time. One teacher suggested
“A way to follow a particular student through lessons, class schedules, and four-week
periods as a way of tracking progress/engagement.”
Theme Three. The third theme was the desire to have access to data immedi-
ately for interpretation. Some teachers expressed that they wanted the data to come
straight to different devices they have such as iPads or other mobile devices. One
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teacher maintained, “I would want data immediately to my PC or other device so
I could access it to be able to adjust instruction and monitor students/groups.” In
relation to Theme One, rather than having an alert for feedback, teachers want to
interpret the data themselves. One teacher explained that it would be useful if “Each
student [was] able to be monitored and the teacher [was] able to see live data to
use immediately to be able to intervene and instruct in a different way to benefit all
students.”
4.6 Discussion
In this research, there is an obvious discrepancy between sentiments expressed
between the two data sets. Most focus group participants found the idea amenable
to use in classes and provided suggestions on the design of the tool. All the themes
from the focus groups were about aspects they wanted in a tool to augment their
own abilities to support students in their classrooms. Twice ideas were expressed
around who would be in control of the data and what the possible negative uses of
this information were. This general positive sentiment, of course, can be attributed
to how the information was presented to these groups. In the focus group sessions,
we presented the technology, described its limitations (e.g., noise and attribution
errors), discussed opportunities to opt into the research, and asked for teacher input.
Although we asked for both feedback and concerns (i.e., should this be developed at
all), this approach did not espouse the same number of negative reactions as the blog
post. The results confirm previous suggestions presented in the Introduction about
privacy and trust of pervasive computing systems. First, public awareness of accurate
information is crucial. Developers of pervasive affective computing systems must make
sure that people understand the ins, outs, and limitations of what is being developed.
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The challenges associated with the interpretation of electrodermal activity are an
important limitation that must be discussed when presenting the current system.
Second, who has access to data and how they will be utilized is important. In this
case, steps must be taken to prevent the technology from being used to evaluate the
teacher. Rather, this system can be used by the teacher to help him/her understand
better how students are responding to his/her pedagogical approach. The student,
of course, cannot be forgotten in this picture. Although the technology has been
framed for empowering the teacher, the system should not be used to evaluate the
student either. Instead, it can be used to facilitate teachers’ understanding of their
impacts on students so they can be better supported. In addition, it can be used
by the students to understand their own engagement. Finally, Ackerman [19] defines
privacy as “the ability of an individual to control the terms under which their (sic)
personal information is acquired and used”. In order for systems to be respectful of
teachers’ and students’ choices, opportunities must be provided to opt in, or out, at
any moment. For our technology, teachers and students should have the choice about
providing their engagement data to the system.
4.7 Limitations
The main limitations are the scope of analysis and biases. The scope of anal-
ysis limitation deals with the number of responses from the focus group compared
to those from social media. Due to the uniqueness of the situation in which the
data for study was collected, there is no readily available database containing similar
information from which to draw themes. The number of data points for the focus
group is twenty-four, while the number of data points for social media is five hundred
twenty-two. Another limitation is how each group was introduced to the topic. The
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focus group was introduced to the topic by researchers whose intentions are to build
a tool to enable teachers to improve classroom experiences, while the social media
group was introduced to the topic by a blog post that did not accurately represent
the work. These disparate introductions impacted how the discussions proceeded.
Finally, biases exist for interpretation of the sentiments. After performing the coding
for the social media group, the two coders had moderate to substantial, instead of
strong agreement. Even with definitions in place for the coding scheme, what we as
researchers see as positivity and negativity can still differ.
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Chapter 5
Exploratory Case Study
5.1 Research Question 3
The study is meant to provide insight into two questions:
1. To what extent do the teachers find the system usable and useful?
2. How do teachers use the system?
Improving student engagement through teacher reflective practice is the focus.
Moving toward this goal we need to evaluate the usability and usefulness of the system
built to aide this endeavor. The system, EngageMe, is meant to aide a teacher’s
reflective practice, helping them focus on aspects of student behaviors that are not
easy to evaluate in the busy and very active classroom environment.
5.2 Study Design
We have utilized an exploratory case study design. Exploratory case studies
are used when the investigator cannot manipulate the actions of the participants
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and when there is a need to cover the contextual condition of a teacher instructing
students in as close to a normal classroom setting as possible. Yin [75] outlines four
reasons to use a case study in research: (a) the focus of the study is to examine
“how” and “why” questions; (b) the behavior of those involved in the study cannot
be manipulated, (c) you want to cover contextual conditions because they are believed
to be relevant to the phenomenon under study; or (d) the boundaries are not clear
between the phenomenon and context. A case study does not discount the views of
the participants in the study, but also allows for a level of objectivity in evaluation and
analysis. Yin’s views on case studies are based on a constructivist view of truth being
relative and dependent on one’s perspective [6]. Yin further explains an exploratory
case study is to be “used to explore those situations in which the intervention being
evaluated has no clear, single set of outcomes” [75]. EngageMe’s use of teacher notes
and surveys place importance on the perspective of the study participants; while the
recording of video and physiological information provide objective information off of
which to understand classroom engagement.
5.3 Methodology
5.3.1 Participants
The study took place at a middle school serving grades 6-8 with approximately
1,537 students in the southeastern United States. In this school, 15.1% are African
American, 61.7% are White, 7.9% are Hispanic (non-White), and 15.3% are Asian
or other. Further, 17.9% are on free and reduced lunch programs. Three classes, all
with White, female teachers, within this school participated in this study. Two of
the classes, the 6th grade Language Arts and 8th grade Honors Language Arts, were
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observed for three days: Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The 7th grade Math class
was observed for two days: Tuesday and Thursday. Each class consisted of a different
grade level and subject as outlined in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Class Information
Teacher Subject Grade Level Males Females Total
A Language Arts 6 9 16 25
B Honors Language Arts 8 14 19 33
C Math 7 5 9 14
5.3.2 Ethical Considerations
All proper forms and procedures were followed to protect the privacy and
ensure the ethical correctness of our study. First, we received IRB approval from
our University. Second, we received approval to perform the study from the school
district. Finally we garnered cooperation, with signed consent, from the specific
school principal, teachers, parents and students who would be a part of the study.
5.3.3 Procedures
The study consists of two distinct parts over the course of six days: in situ
classroom data collection and reflective teacher note-taking. During the first five
days, physiological data and video were collected from 72 students and 3 teachers.
The sixth day was dedicated to collecting teacher notes in the system and having
them fill out surveys. On the sixth day, the teachers used EngageMe for reflecting on
student engagement in the classroom.
Classroom observation was most involved the first day of the study. The
observation consisted of recording video of the class as students wore physiological
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sensors. The first day included the distribution and collection of a pre-class survey for
the students along with explaining the study. The students are given approximately
five minutes to complete the survey before being collected by the researcher. The
survey the students were given takes questions from the High School Survey of Student
Engagement (HSSSE) developed at Indiana University [74]. The pre-class survey was
collected before the teacher begins her lesson. All other steps taken to prepare for
classroom observation data collection for the rest of the first day and the other days
are the same. Upon entering the class the cameras were setup to best capture as
many students as possible. After camera setup, sensors and sanitizing hand wipes
were placed on each participating students’ desk. The students used the hand wipes
to clean their wrists before wearing the sensors. After turning on the cameras and
handing out sensors, the researcher left the room and came back at a time specified by
the teacher. At this time, the post-class surveys were handed out and students were
instructed to remove the sensors. While students were filling out the post-survey, the
researcher collected the cameras and the sensors. After approximately five minutes
the post-class surveys were collected.
After these five days of classroom data collection, the video was split, cut,
encoded and recombined before being added to the system. The student data from
each of the approximately 32 sensors was uploaded into the system. Each video was
downloaded from our cameras onto a research laptop. Each video was re-encoded to
reduce the video file size to minimize load times during system loading. The cameras
were set to break recorded videos into thirty minutes chunks. The researchers used
open source software FFmpeg [30] to combine the disparate video chunks. There were
no encoding or video concatenation errors recorded for any of the videos used in the
study. Once all class videos and sensor datum were placed in the system, the school
was visited again so the teachers could use the system.
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On day six, the teachers used EngageMe to reflect on classroom activities.
Of note, consensus amongst the teachers was a view of engagement as a mixture of
cognitive and behavioral components. The teachers stated an engaged student was
one that stayed on task, either by focusing on their own work or asking questions
and participating in group activity that led toward task completion, during a class
period.
Teacher reflection and note taking began with an explanation of the system
followed by an issuance of each teacher’s system user name and password. Teach-
ers were instructed to take around ten notes for each class period reviewed. As a
teacher reflected on her classroom instruction and her students, the researcher stayed
close by to answer any questions the teacher may have about the system. Initially
thirty minutes was allotted for teacher reflection; however, each teacher spent ap-
proximately an hour reviewing and taking notes in the system. After reflection and
note taking the teachers were asked to fill out the system usability scale (SUS), a
modified standardized user experience percentile rank questionnaire (SUPR-Q), and
the EngageMe system survey. The teachers spent no more than fifteen minutes filling
out the surveys.
5.3.4 Measures - Electrodermal Activity (EDA)
Electrodermal activity (EDA) is the main physiological measurement utilized
in this study [12]. The regulation of physiological states of arousal is supported by
balanced activity within the sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the auto-
nomic nervous system. The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic
nervous system (PNS) are often likened unto the gas and brakes of a car respectively;
aiding “fight and flight” versus “rest and digest” activities. While the SNS prepares
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the body to act on changing environmental conditions by accelerating heart rate,
constricting blood vessels, and raising blood pressure, the PNS dilates blood vessels
leading to the digestive tract, stimulates salivary glands, and constricts the bronchi-
oles of the lungs. As SNS activity increases, sympathetic fibers that surround eccrine
sweat glands modulate the production of sweat. The skin, in turn, momentarily be-
comes a better conductor of electricity (i.e., electrodermal activity) [60, 65]. EDA is
at times referred to as galvanic skin response (GSR).
EDA by itself is not enough to show engagement. Further, numerous events
such as pain, significant thoughts (not related to the current context), lying, exercise,
individual changes in biochemistry, and motion artifacts can lead to changes in the
skin’s activity. Even with attribution and noise limitations, however, electrodermal
activity is a useful measure that has been used in research focusing on stress and
anxiety [29], lie detection [58], user interface evaluation, empathy [47, 46] and game
assessment, and seizures [59].
Figure 5.1: Q Sensor
The Q sensor [1] (figure 5.1), was chosen to collect skin conductance, temper-
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ature, and motion data since this sensor can be worn outside of a laboratory setting
(i.e., without being tethered to a computer) and since it is worn on the wrist like a
watch, which might increase the possibility of it being unobtrusive to the student.
This sensor provides information about a person’s level of arousal provided that other
triggers of increased perspiration have been held constant (e.g. temperature). The
sensor will not provide any information as to the specific emotion that is being elicited
unless other conscious emotion variables are collected. Once collected, the sensor is
tethered to the computer and the information is downloaded.
5.3.5 Measures - Surveys
Three pre-existing surveys were found that measure usability, usefulness, and
technology acceptance. The system usability scale (SUS) measures system usability.
The second is the standardized universal percentile rank (SUPR-Q), which provides an
alternate measure of usability, but also measures credibility, loyalty and appearance
[66]. Finally, the technology acceptance model (TAM) questionnaire consists of two
parts: ten questions to measure usefulness, and ten to measure ease of use. Each of
these surveys will be explained in more detail below.
The system usability scale (SUS) is a survey that has been used for almost
twenty years to measure a system’s usability [15]. This survey is comprised of ten
statements and uses a five-point scale, ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree, for scoring. In [5], Bangor, Kortum and Miller create an adjective scale to
go along with the calculated SUS score. The SUS adjective scale, seen in figure 5.2
contains the ratings: worst imaginable, awful, poor, okay, good, excellent, and best
imaginable. Bangor et.al. append percentile and adjective scales alongside the SUS
normal scale to help communicate usability.
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Figure 5.2: SUS Adjective Scale
The SUPR-Q survey was modified because there are some questions that were
not applicable for our study. The SUPR-Q consists of four factors: usability, trust and
credibility, appearance and loyalty. The credibility factor is normally calculated using
five questions, but they were about purchasing, business and promises. EngageMe
makes no promises to the user, does not have purchase functionality and is not a site
on which business is conducted; hence, questions related to these secondary factors
were removed from our survey. Two factors were added to our version of the SUPR-Q:
usefulness and engagement. The usefulness questions were inspired by the technology
acceptance model (TAM) introduced by Davis [22]. Davis’ TAM survey questions
require measurement over time, so the normal ten questions concerning usefulness
were reduced to three. The usefulness questions were pulled from the TAM survey.
The TAM uses a seven point scale (ratings from “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree”). The SUPR-Q and TAM surveys were not used explicitly in the way in which
they were designed, but used as question banks that can give us more direction on how
to improve our study and system based on participants’ answers. The second survey
was given to all participating teachers provides a sense of the usefulness of the system.
It included the questions about their engagement understanding. The questions are:
1) a 7 point Likert scale which indices from ’Strongly Disagree’ to ’Strongly Agree’:
This system has changed my understanding of student engagement. 2) Essay: If the
system has changed your understanding of student engagement, please explain how.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 System Usage
EngageMe has the following interactive functionality: video skipping, view
changing and note-taking. Video skipping is possible on both the group and individual
views. On the group view, video skipping is accomplished by moving the progress
bar at the bottom of the page or on the video player. On the individual page, video
skipping is accomplished by clicking on the line graph or by moving the progress bar
on the video player. When the video is skipped, the system adjusts to the modified
time and pulls physiological information from the database for the new time. Video
skipping is so important because it allows the users to view class video during intervals
of interest instead of having to watch the video in its entirety. Table 5.2 shows how
many times each teacher skipped through the video and how many notes each teacher
took on each day. Of note, Teacher A skipped through the video more than twice as
much as either of the other teachers.
EngageMe goes through the EDA data from each student over a class period
and calculates high, medium and low arousal in five minute intervals. We expected
the teachers to use the arousal levels to inform note taking. We expected teachers
to take notes when student arousal rises about the level calculated as low. We found
that 51% of the notes were taken during low student arousal, 19% during medium
arousal, and 30% during high arousal.
Table 5.3 gives a count of how many notes each teacher made at each level of
student arousal. The last eight notes taken by teacher were made when the system
reported low student arousal. Teacher B’s notes oscillated between each level of
student arousal throughout her note taking. Eleven of the first twelve notes taken
by teacher C are during low student arousal, afterward her notes oscillate between
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Table 5.2: System Usage Information
Teacher Day of Class Video Skips Notes
(How Many)
A Oct. 6, 2014 60 7
Oct. 8, 2014 32 6
Oct. 10, 2014 14 11
Total 106 24
B Oct. 6, 2014 12 8
Oct. 8, 2014 3 7
Oct. 10, 2014 17 4
Total 32 19
C Oct. 7, 2014 9 15
Oct. 9, 2014 31 10
Total 40 25
Table 5.3: Student arousal when note is taken
Teacher Low Arousal Medium Arousal High Arousal
Teacher A 13 6 5
Teacher B 8 4 9
Teacher C 13 3 6
each level of student arousal. Teacher B is the only teacher that takes more notes
at high or medium arousal than low. Based off of five minute intervals of student
arousal, students experience high arousal 12.3% of the time, medium arousal 15.4%
of the time and low arousal 72.3% of the time. Almost half of all notes taken were
during periods of medium to high student arousal.
5.4.2 Survey Results
Because of the exploratory nature of this study, our sample size is too small
for statistical inferences. However, Table 5.4 presents scores from the survey data
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collected. The teachers scored the usability according to the SUS as 42.5, 77.5 and
75 respectively. EngageMe’s average SUS score is 65, which is below the SUS average
score of 68, yet EngageMe’s score is not below the level of a usable system. The
adjective labels for SUS scores helps with the understanding of the scores. Though
Teacher A’s SUS score for EngageMe’s usability was below the average score, it is
still an okay score, denoting a usable system. Whereas the scores from Teachers B
and C denote the system usability as being good.
Table 5.4: Usability and Usefulness
Teacher SUS Score Adjective Usefulness Usefulness StDev Engagement Aide
A 42.5 Okay 6 out of 7 0 5 out of 7
B 77.5 Excellent 5.67 out of 7 1.1547 7 out of 7
C 75 Excellent 5 out of 7 0 4 out of 7
The teachers rated the first of the engagement questions as follows: teacher
A 5 out of 7, teacher B 7 out of 7, and teacher C a 4 out of 7. Two out of the
three teachers received insights from reflecting on the arousal levels of students in
their classrooms, one out of three felt her own beliefs where validated (Teacher C, no
agreement or disagreement). The following are the teacher’s essay answers explaining
how the system supported their understanding of engagement:
• Teacher A: “Okay, I think this system would be used for teachers observing
their students because I learned that the way I see kids is not directly related
to the level of arousal. I would love to use this in more detail.”
• Teacher B: “As I said before, engagement can come from many different areas.
Unfortunately there is only one me... and 32 buddies.”
• Teacher C: “It helped me see that certain activities were engaging for some
students, but not all. It reinforced my thought that not any one thing will
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engage ALL students at the same time. I would have like to have been able to
see exactly what each student was doing on his/her paper or computer or desk
at any given time.”
Teacher C, who gave the lowest response to the engagement question, desired
more insight by being able to precisely see what each student is doing. Teachers also
made comments about being able to see students arousal levels during class. Teachers
wanted to be able to use a tablet and view student arousal so that they may act if a
student or students are not interested in the current class activity.
5.4.3 Discussion
Although preliminary, EngageMe is seen as useful and usable, because it offers
previously unavailable insight into student classroom behavior to teachers. The aver-
age usability rating could have been higher had there been more testing of the system
before usage by the teachers. The researchers believe the low score from teacher A is
based on the issues she had with the system. More than the other teachers, skipping
from one moment to the next kept freezing the system when this teacher tried to
view her class. Teacher A’s extraordinarily high video skip rate occurred on the video
recording for the first class of hers that was recorded. The cause may have been that
the system was used on different platforms, Microsoft windows and Mac OS X. When
used on windows (Teachers B and C), the system was less likely to freeze.
Teachers B and C seemed to evaluate the system higher because they didn’t
have the same trouble as teacher A. Teacher C who gave the lowest rating concern-
ing whether or not the system changed her understanding of her students’ classroom
engagement, had the least number of students in the study. The number of students
participating in the study by teacher can be found in table 5.1. Its possible that since
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teacher C had less data to view, there was less she could learn about her students.
Teachers A & B both had almost twice as many students and one more day of class-
room observation and data than teacher C. In other words, the data collected for
teachers A& B during the first day is equal to or greater than all of the data collected
for teacher C on both days her class was observed. Even with this, teacher C took
more notes on her students than either teacher A or B. Teacher C is the teacher
who reported not learning something new about student engagement. The number
of distinct students each teacher took notes on is as follows: teacher A 17, teacher B
16, and teacher C 9. Teacher C has the least number of students and takes notes on
the fewest distinct students; therefore, Teacher C made more notes per student than
her peers. It is possible that Teacher C had too little information from which to learn
more about her student engagement. It is also possible, since teacher C had the least
students participating in the study, teacher C knows all of the students on whom she
took notes very well. It is also possible adding another dimension (arousal level) of
information to the teachers toolbox was not as informative as expected.
As can been seen in Table 5.2 Teacher A skips the video more than twice as
often as the other two teachers. Teacher A had an issue with her first class where
performing a video skip made EngageMe freeze. As she was trying to accomplish
the goal that was given to her, take approximately ten notes for each day observed,
she continued using the system, though buggy. Teacher A rated the usability lowest,
which makes perfect sense. Skipping video is a major feature in the software system.
In order to take notes and reflect on times in the classroom when students have their
interest peaked, being able to skip back and forth through video is a time-saving
feature that should be used whenever needed. It is surprising Teacher A’s usability
rating is as high as it is given a major software feature was hampered.
Looking at table 5.3 we can see that approximately half of teacher notes were
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taken when student arousal was not low. Student arousal was low 72.3% of the
time during the study. Providing areas of interest by way of electrodermal activity
measurements seemed to guide teachers’ review of the video and therefore their note-
taking. Fifty-five percent of teacher A’s twenty-four notes were taken during low
student arousal, while the last 8 notes she took were during low student arousal. The
other sixteen notes Teacher A took oscillated between all levels of arousal. Eleven
of teacher C’s first twelve notes were taken during low student arousal, while her
other notes oscillated between all levels of arousal. Where it seems teacher A first
attempted to take notes where students had higher arousal, teacher C initially didn’t
use our expected areas of interest to take notes. We expected notes to be taken during
periods of medium to high arousal. At some point during the reflective session each
teacher, especially teacher B, used times of medium to high arousal to make notes.
One bias the researchers unintentionally added to the system, is found on
the individual view of EngageMe. In this view the pie chart has the title, “Student
engagement Over the Class Period”, while the line graph is titled “Student Interest
Level during Class”. The pie chart title is incorrect and misleading. During the study
this title may have mislead teachers while reflecting on student arousal and intention.
5.5 Conclusions
This case study provides preliminary insight into the usability and usefulness
of EngageMe as well as an initial understanding of how teachers might use the sys-
tem. With that said, we want to be able to go beyond the exploratory case study
which is meant to export a situation that has no clear single set of outcomes [6].
Based on feedback, our next study will explore if EngageMe can be used to support
understanding of engagement and the ways in which teachers might use the system
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for decision making.
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Chapter 6
Lessons Learned
EngageMe is a software system designed, built and tested for improving en-
gagement understanding in the classroom by way of teacher reflective practice. This
dissertation chronicles the system from inception through implementation and to an
exploratory case study inside a middle school classroom. The research questions for
the system come from three different topics: design, privacy and trust, and system
usage.
To understand what kind of tool can support teacher reflective practice in the
classroom, this dissertation began with an exploration of the concept of engagement
and explained the importance of teacher reflective practice. It then presented itera-
tions of the participatory design process that led to the creation of EngageMe. Fol-
lowing this discussion, a study was detailed that bolstered understanding with respect
to privacy and ethical concerns. The study found that barriers to using EngageMe in
the classroom included distrust of the “real” motivation for recording student phys-
iological information, distrust of the system being used to evaluate teachers instead
of empowering them, and doubts of the system being used to evaluate teachers in-
stead of empowering them, and doubts of the technology actually accomplishing the
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task set for it. Finally, the use of EngageMe in an exploratory classroom study was
undertaken, providing real world data to help us understand the usability and use-
fulness of our system. Through this study, we preliminarily found that EngageMe
is seen as usable, useful and potentially helpful for informing teachers about student
engagement. The design, implementation, and evaluation contributions of this work
include:
• A participatory process for developing a tool to support reflective practice using
electrodermal activity,
• The iterative technical development of EngageMe, a platform for supporting
reflective practice,
• Large-scale data collection and analysis that provides insight into the barriers
to adoption for this system as well as other monitoring systems in classrooms,
• Preliminary data suggesting the utility and strongest use of EngageMe.
From this completed work, my research group and I have published two conference
and one journal article so far:
• Shaundra Bryant Daily, Melva Tonisha James, Tania Roy, and Shelby Solomon
Darnell. EngageMe: Designing a visualization tool utilizing physiological feed-
back to support instruction. Technology, Instruction, Cognition and Learning ,
2014.
• Shaundra Bryant Daily, Dante Meyers, Shelby Solomon Darnell, Tania Roy, and
Melva T. James. Understanding Privacy and Trust Issues in a Classroom Af-
fective Computing System Deployment , pages 414-423. Distributed, Ambient,
and Pervasive Interactions. Springer, 2013.
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• Shelby Solomon Darnell. EngageMe: A tool to simplify the conveyance of com-
plicated data. In CHI ’14 Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing
Systems, CHI EA ’14, pages 359-362, New York, NY, USA, April/May 2014.
ACM.
6.1 Future Work
The first thing we plan to do is to submit the results from our exploratory
case study to the conference on Affective Computer and Intelligent Interactions 2015.
The future work for EngageMe falls in two categories: development and studies.
Development-wise, EngageMe needs to be improved and added to in three categories:
bug fixes, improved features, and mobile development. Bugs which concerned teachers
and helped cause low usability valuations need be fixed. As we develop more a more
rigorous software engineering process should be followed. EngageMe as it stands now
does not have an easily understood interface when uploading data into the system.
The system is updated through different pythons scripts instead of a through a GUI
element in the web interface. The process of re-encoding and shrinking video is
not taken care of by the system, which will prove necessary as it is used beyond
our research lab. Beyond the comments teachers made about the engagement and
their survey answers, they also expressed a desire to look at student physiological
information in real-time, using either a phone or tablet. Incorporating this wireless
information transfer between the sensor and system would add another dimension to
EngageMe that would make it more useful.
The lessons learned from our studies suggest that this EngageMe might be
best situated in a pre-service context rather than integrated into the day-to-day for
teachers. For one, the expense of electrodermal activity sensors will not support
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scalability of the technology. Further, ongoing concerns over privacy, at least at this
time, might overshadow the possible benefits. Although we believe this will continue
to shift with the ubiquity or technology and the desires for personalization, utilizing
EngageMe as a tool for training teachers might better situate it in a context that’s
less threatening and reproducible for teachers who are learning their craft.
Why pre-service teachers? The ability to recognize when a student is engaged
or when he or she has achieved a state of flow [70] can take time to develop because
this ability depends not only on an instructors observational skills but also on his
or her ability to build relationships with students [40, 74]. The tasks of recognizing
and monitoring engagement, thus, can prove especially challenging for student and
pre-service teachers. Novice teachers, like all teachers, must contend with the stress
of working in a multi-task environment [14, 51]. Unlike expert instructors, however,
inexperienced teachers have more shallow “wells” of knowledge from which to draw
decision-making information; the data they store in working, or short-term memory,
tend to be less effectively organized, and their decision making is more labored, leading
to longer reaction times [42, 51, 72]. The sum of these conditions results in higher
reported levels of stress and increased feelings of being overwhelmed amongst pre-
service teachers, relative to experienced teachers [28, 51]. These observations suggest
that EngageMe, as long as it displays reliable, easily comprehensible data on student
engagement could be a valuable pre-service teacher training tool that might reduce
mental workload, stress, and increase expertise in the assessment of engagement.
Further studies would include a shift to preservice teachers as well as deepening our
understanding of how EngageMe might inform teacher’s classroom decisions.
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All persons interested in conducting research in Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (CMS) must have prior approval. 
Research includes, but is not limited to: surveys, interviews, focus groups and classroom observations involving CMS 
students and/or staff. Researchers will be provided a copy of the district’s policy on educational research, which should be 
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CMS Review Process 
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1. Proposals are in their final form having been reviewed and accepted by all regulatory committees, institutions or 
advisors. A certified copy of an institutional review board’s approval must be submitted. 
2. All supporting materials have been received. 
3. Studies that have institutional support as follows. 
a. Professional: Research is sponsored by universities, governmental agencies, or by similar nonprofit 
organizations engaged in scholarly research.  
b. Graduate Student: Research is a dissertation or master thesis. 
c. Graduate Program Class Project: Research is sponsored by a graduate school or university class and 
supervised by a faculty member. Findings are used only for a class project and not a thesis. 
 
CMS places priority on those studies which address the goals outlined in the Strategic Plan 2014.  These goals include 
effective teaching and leadership, performance management, increasing the graduation rate, teaching and learning through 
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at a: 
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Please do not copy and paste your proposal. 
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1. What is the title of the research project? 
Field Studies for the Development & Deployment of a Classroom Engagement Pedometer 
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Please define acronyms or language specific to your field of study.  
In a classroom environment, an instructor, at any given instance, must process and take action based on 
information gleaned not only from professional training, but also from a wide variety of data generated in real-time 
(Bromme & Brophy, 1986; Feldon, 2007).  Some of these data, such as the number of students in the classroom, whether 
or not a particular student is standing or sitting, whether or not a student is asleep, drowsy, or alert, or whether or not 
students are conversing with one another are easily detected and monitored.  Others, such as mood or learning 
challenges, are individual and context-dependent variables that may be difficult to objectively and accurately assess.  
Student engagement, which correlates directly to student performance (Appleton, Christenson, & Furlong, 2008; Elffers, 
Oort, & Karsten, 2012; Finn, 1989, 1993; J. A. Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004; Klem & Connell, 2004; Shernoff, 
Csikszentmihalyi, Gilman, Huebner, & Furlong, 2009), falls into the latter category. 
The assertion that student engagement is difficult to assess may seem counterintuitive.  After all, many teachers, 
administrators, and other stakeholders, could speak with confidence, if asked, about what engagement is and what it 
“looks” like (Yazzie-Mintz & McCormick, 2012).  So, if one knows what a characteristic is and how its presence is 
manifested, why would it be difficult to measure?  The answer is that each individual has a unique set of perceptions and 
experiences that influence their understanding of the concept of engagement.   
Consider, for example, color as an engagement analog.  The human retina has a photoreceptive layer with many 
cells, including cones, which permit the detection of color.  Amongst cone cells, there are three variants—long- (L), 
medium- (M), and short- (S) wavelength sensitive cones.  The density of S-cones remains relatively constant between 
individuals (Hofer, Carroll, Neitz, Neitz, & Williams, 2005), but the ratio of L- to M-cones can vary widely from person 
to person (Neitz, Carroll, Yamauchi, Neitz, & Williams, 2002; Yamauchi et al., 2002).  One might expect that this 
underlying physiological variability would cause corresponding differences in color identification.  Instead, empirical 
evidence suggests high agreement between individuals, no matter their L/M ratio, on the identification of unique yellow 
(Yamauchi et al., 2002).  In other words, an individual might not be able to explain their understanding of “yellow,” but 
when they are asked to identify the color yellow, much as when an instructor is asked to identify student engagement, 
they are likely to respond, “I know it when I see it” (Gewirtz, 1996). 
The ability to recognize when a student is engaged, or when he or she has achieved a state of flow (Shernoff, 
Csikszentmihalyi, Schneider, & Shernoff, 2003), can take time to develop because it depends not only on an instructor’s 
observational skills but also on his or her ability to build relationships with students (Klem & Connell, 2004; Yazzie-
Mintz & McCormick, 2012).  The tasks of recognizing and monitoring engagement, thus, can prove especially 
challenging for student and preservice teachers.  Novice teachers, like all teachers, must contend with the stress of 
working in a multi-task environment (Bromme & Brophy, 1986; Moos & Pitton, 2013).  Unlike expert instructors, 
however, inexperienced teachers have more shallow “wells” of knowledge from which to draw decision making 
information, the data they store in working, or short-term, memory tend to be less effectively organized, and their 
decision making is more labored, leading to longer reaction times (Koubek, Benysh, & Tang, 1997; Moos & Pitton, 
2013; Wickens & Hollands, 2000).  The sum of these conditions results in higher reported levels of stress and increased 
feelings of being overwhelmed amongst preservice teachers, relative to experienced teachers (Feldon, 2007; Moos & 
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Pitton, 2013).  These observations suggest that a platform, which displays reliable, easily comprehensible data on student 
engagement, could be a valuable preservice teacher-training tool.  The hypothetical tool could offer significant benefits 
to novice teachers, including reduced mental workload, reduced stress, and increased expertise in the assessment of 
engagement.
 
 
 
3. Briefly state the overall purpose of the study. 
This study is designed to improve classroom engagement by providing teachers a way to reflect on their classrooms in a 
way previously impossible.  We want to cooperatively build a tool to facilitate a new reflective class protocol in hopes of 
attaining more insight into understanding engagement through electrodermal activity and expert notes.  We hope to build 
a tool that offers a new perspective on classroom engagement, enabling educators to better tailor lesson plans to classes. 
 
 
4. What are the specific research questions and hypotheses for the study? (Bullet form please) 
• Research question: How does one design a system that best serves the purpose of allowing teachers to better 
understand student engagement? 
• Hypothesis: Combining physiological signals with situational context and expert notes allows for recognition of 
emotion in a way that can help people better understand engagement.  
 
5. Provide a Methods section.  This must include: 
• Procedures: Please describe what will be done, how, and by whom, in appropriate detail for a reviewer to 
understand. 
• Sample: How many participants do you need and from which school(s)? 
• Proposed Analyses: How will you analyze your results? 
• Include copies of all surveys and/or instruments that you plan to use in your study.   
• Include a letter of permission from your school’s principal if you are a CMS employee conducting research in 
the school at which you work. 
What will be done: 
1. Place Q sensors on desks 
2. Set up and turn on cameras 
3. Make sure students are wearing bracelets. 
a. Have a seating chart of students and sensors 
b. Correlate students with sensors 
4. Allow teachers to give a brief overview of use of bracelets 
5. Teacher goes through lesson until there’s a natural break. 
a. During teaching we write down what we see of the lesson plan 
b. Use the teachers own lesson plan. 
6. Student surveys are handed out to students and teachers at the end of the lesson. 
7. Surveys are collected. 
8. Teacher tells students to remove sensors. 
9. We come in and break everything down. 
a. Pull and re-encode video 
i. Add video to EngageMe 
b. Pull data from all sensors 
i. Add students and EDA to EngageMe 
10. Next day ask teachers to review the video and add notes. 
These tasks will be carried out by Shelby Solomon Darnell and Melva James, research assistants of Shaundra Daily. 
We want to record at least two classes from two teachers on separate days.  We need to teachers to spend approximately 
1 hour taking notes on students and classroom behaviors after the data is added to the system. 
Participants:  
• Teachers: two 
• Students: approximately 30 
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School: Community House Middle School 
Proposed Analysis: Results will be analyzed by comparing several aspects of the recorded physiological signals to 
survey responses, teacher notes and emotion classification.  
 
Q sensor is an electrodermal activity sensor that unobtrusively measures skin conductance. 
Survey for teachers: Teacher Observation of Classroom Engagement 
Date____________________________________ 
Subject (please circle one) English Math Science 
Please provide a brief description of the lesson (today’s lesson plan). 
 
Was there a group work segment of the lesson? Yes No 
Was the lesson lecture or discussion based? Lecture Discussion 
Did students present during the lesson? Yes No 
Percent of students engaged with the lesson:  0-20% 
21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 
Were students engaged with the lesson?    
Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Strongly Agree 
 
Survey for students: Student Survey of Engagement 
1. What was your science/math lesson about today? 
2. What was the most engaging aspect about today’s lesson? 
3. When were you most engaged in today’s lesson? 
1 = Strongly Disagree 
2 = Disagree 
3 = Agree 
4 = Strongly Agree 
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Today in class: 1 2 3 4 
I was paying close attention  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My mind was on other things  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The science/math lesson was very exciting  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I took notes on my lesson  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I felt like I wanted to more about the topic  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I enjoyed how my teacher presented the lesson  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. What is your timeline for collecting data? 
February-September 2014 
 
7. Describe the materials, resources, information or other needs from the school system (such as demographic 
information, test scores, rates, etc.) and estimate the time required of CMS personnel to assist you.  Please note 
that there may be a fee for data requests. 
We need setup time, student names, daily lesson plan, and teachers using the system to take notes on class and student 
activity. 
Estimated time:  
• Setup before class: 15 minutes 
• Teachers explaining study: 5 minutes 
• Students filling out survey: 10 minutes 
• Teachers using system and taking notes: 2 hours 
• Break down after class: 15 minutes 
 
8. Identify any ethical issues you feel may be of concern to CMS or parents, and explain how you have addressed 
them. 
Privacy is the main issue because the classroom is being video recorded, and students will initially be identified by their 
names so teachers can make entries into the system.  Before the data is analyzed all student names in the database will be 
replaced with study identification values that can not be associated with any student.  All recorded video will have 
student faces blurred, before being used in any research presentations.  Another possible concern would be using the data 
to evaluate the performance of students and teachers.  Our research is not focused on student or teacher performance, it is 
based on finding a link between electrodermal activity and engagement.  No analysis on student or teacher performance 
will be made; as such, we will not record or ask for any type of achievement scores concerning student or teacher 
performance.  
9. What is your plan to share and disseminate results (i.e. state with whom and how your will share your results)? 
We plan to publish research, that maintains the anonymity of the teachers and students.  Observations made by way of 
the study will be reported in scholarly publications, and will be shared with the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation.  
 
10. Proposal Summary 
This section of your application will be sent to readers for the first stage of the review process.  
Suggestion: Write in a language that can be understood by those not in your field. Also, the reader needs to understand 
the what, why, and how of your study in one brief paragraph. 
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Engagement has been observed to be a positive proponent to learning.  Our desire is to build and test a tool that enables 
teachers to better understand their students engagement.  Our hope is that given a better understanding of student 
engagement, a teacher will use this knowledge to prolong student engagement during instruction.  This will occur by the 
teacher learning what keeps their students most engaged.  As researchers, building and testing this tool will help us better 
understand the connection between electrodermal activity and engagement.  This research gives us an opportunity to 
possibly create a tool that can help teachers and students at all levels improve engagement.  A more engaged student 
population can positively affect all aspects of school life.  A more engaged student population can lead to a better 
future.
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8/5/2014 Middle School Student Survey of Momentary Engagement part 1
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/18X3MkeUqwD-rjOmCC38c6gZ7vfzrsi9PpsNJ6sGNLv4/viewform 1/2
Middle
School
Student
Survey of
Momentary
Engagement
part 1
Questions to ask students before the study begins.
* Required
Name *
Gender *
 Male
 Female
 Other: 
Do you know how you act when you're really focused on accomplishing a goal?
*
 Yes
 No
 Kinda
 Not sure
How do you believe you act when completely engrossed in a classroom activity?
*
Edit this form
8/5/2014 Middle School Student Survey of Momentary Engagement part 1
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/18X3MkeUqwD-rjOmCC38c6gZ7vfzrsi9PpsNJ6sGNLv4/viewform 2/2
Powered by
What types of classroom activities keep you most engaged/interested/on task?
*
What type of learning activity do you look forward to most in this class? *
This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 
Report Abuse ­ Terms of Service ­ Additional Terms
Submit
Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
B.4 Middle School Student Survey of Momentary Engage-
ment Part 2
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8/5/2014 Middle School Student Survey of Momentary Engagement part 2
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HDOkMXwdR-KcuaJ1MrXGpOugLJkYS7Spu9nerfGvZAI/viewform 1/3
Middle
School
Student
Survey of
Momentary
Engagement
part 2
After class student survey
* Required
Name *
Teacher Name *
What was your favorite activity from your earlier class? *
What was the most engaging aspect about today's lesson? *
Edit this form
8/5/2014 Middle School Student Survey of Momentary Engagement part 2
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HDOkMXwdR-KcuaJ1MrXGpOugLJkYS7Spu9nerfGvZAI/viewform 2/3
Why was that the most engaging aspect for you? *
When were you most engaged in today's lesson? *
Please provide an approximate time or event (something the teacher did)
What would make you feel better about today's work/lesson? *
How many times did you feel highly engaged in classroom activity? *
Today in class: I was paying close attention. *
1 2 3 4
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Today in class: My mind was on other things. *
1 2 3 4
8/5/2014 Middle School Student Survey of Momentary Engagement part 2
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HDOkMXwdR-KcuaJ1MrXGpOugLJkYS7Spu9nerfGvZAI/viewform 3/3
Powered by
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Today in class: The lesson was very exciting. *
1 2 3 4
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Today in class: I took notes on my lesson. *
1 2 3 4
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Today in class: I felt like I wanted to learn more about the topic. *
1 2 3 4
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Today in class: I enjoyed how my teacher presented the lesson. *
1 2 3 4
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 
Report Abuse ­ Terms of Service ­ Additional Terms
Submit
Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
B.5 System Usability Scale
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8/12/2014 System Usability Scale
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1eB59pF_pnTpDy0su7TR_4Jy5L2gkjiJS6u9xO1_n220/viewform 1/3
System Usability Scale
* Required
Name *
I think that I would like to use this system frequently. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I found the system unnecessarily complex. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I thought the system was easy to use *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Edit this form
8/12/2014 System Usability Scale
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1eB59pF_pnTpDy0su7TR_4Jy5L2gkjiJS6u9xO1_n220/viewform 2/3
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I found the system very cumbersome to use. *
1 2 3 4 5
B.6 Usefulness and Usability Survey
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Usefulness and Usability Survey - for teachers
* Required
Usefulness
Please rate each statement on the given scale.
This system supports critica l aspects. *
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
This system enhances my effectiveness on the job. *
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Overa l l ,  I find this system useful in my job. *
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Engagement
Edit this form
This system has changed my understanding of student engagement. *
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
If the system has changed your understanding of student engagement, please expla in
how. *
Usability
This website is easy to use. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
I am able to find what I need quickly on this website. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
I enjoy using the website. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
It is easy to navigate within the website. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Credibility
I can count on the information I get on this website. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
The information on this website is va luable. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Loyalty
How l ikely are you to recommend this website to a friend or col league? *
I would l ike to visit this website in the future. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Appearance
I find the website to be attractive. *
1 2 3 4 5
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